Tuesday 28th March 2017 at 10.30
Monthly General Sale
A good selection of quality modern office furniture: boardroom tables, desks, workstations, office swivel chairs, stacking
chairs, meeting room chairs, Reception chairs, cupboards, folding tables, filing cabinets,
pin boards, dry wipe boards, 100s of carpet tiles, exhibition panels, reading room pods, racking etc.
A qty of unused double & single beds, bunk beds, storage beds, sofa beds .2 Brass double beds Industrial metal stools,
tables, dining chairs, sofas, cushions, bean bags etc Lighting: hanging, floor standing, wall & table lamps.
Catering section: Items from various pubs, restaurants & shops etc pizza oven 1ph, Pizza dough press 16",
chiller displays, Commercial fridges & freezers, counter fridges, Ovens & ranges, Mixers & rumbler, s/s tables & sinks
(some new), coffee machines. Crockery, glasses & tableware, Utensils. Cafe tables & chairs.
House clearances :Sofas, dining & other tables / chairs, chests of drawers, bedroom furniture, wardrobes, books, ornaments, conservatory furniture, vacuum cleaners, ornaments, various bicycles, exercise machines, pool table.
IT / Computers: desktop PCs & 10+ laptops (i7, i5, i3 etc), Laser printers. TVs Nintendo games & consoles.
Fishing Tackle: 100 lots of rods, reels & fishing related items. Early 20th C Hardy greenheart Salmon Rod.
Misc.. several unused imported multi fuel stoves. A qty various toys, gift / novelty items.
Many pine & oak dining tables with sets of oak and pine dining chairs. Coffee tables and benches.
Collector's :Hornby 00 model railway locos, coaches & track. Qty of Graham Furnish N gauge.
Antique & Period furniture: Tables & chairs, sideboards, desks, carpets, pictures, china & ornaments.

Wednesday 29th March 2017 at 10.30
Commercial Sale
DACO Engineering in retirement: Morgan powered guillotine, milling machine, spot welders by Meriot & SIP, Harrison
15 inch lathe, 2 Capstan lathes, BOC ADR 300 welder, Miller 150 AC/DC HF welders, fly presses, H/D powered pipe /
tube/bar bender, Startrite band saw, swager / flange former, Edwards Trufold 600,SIP metal cutting band saw, Murex
Tradescut 10 air plasma, Pollard powered pillar drill, a MACC cut off saw,
a large pedestal polisher / linisher, a Viceroy pedestal grinder, plus all the usual smaller items incl. jacks,
drill bits, tooling, leads, drills, a router, nibbler, grinders, a small generators & remaining metal stock.
50 new SOLAR Thermal Pre-assembled Evacuated Tube Arrays by PURE for Domestic Hot water systems
in three sizes 16, 10 & 6 x 58mm tubes… RHI eligible.
A qty of ex-demo Woodworking : lathes, morticers, table saws, band saws, saw benches, planers, sanders,
grinders, pillar drills, dust extractors. Rare H/D Wadkin 26” thickness planer. Hand tools.
Garden machinery incl. Cub Cadet LTX1050VT ride on mower, & others, chain saws, strimmers, mowers by Hayter &
Honda, 2 x Kubota W821 - Pro mowers, 4 Stihl Strimmers, Rotavators: Honda F720, Agria 3600 & 3900 box.
Panken leaf sucker P.V0285KSP. Builders : Iko Enertherm insulation sheets, ladders, acrow props, lime stone
flooring, cement mixer, various hand / power tools, pressure washers, space heaters, compressors, oil tanks.
Garden sheds (unused req.erecting) 2 : 10ft x 8ft, 1 : 7ft x 7ft, 1 : 8ft x 8ft… 2 x 32ft Site cabins.
Qty of green shed felt.. Warehouse : work clothing, spill kits, trolleys, bins, boxes, sack trucks, pallet trucks
Misc. Wood burning stoves, unused car spares (Japanese), 15kva PTO generator by NJF Fromat,
Pallet Racking: 30+ Bays of 5.4m h x 2.7m w 3 lifts.. 50 bays of stores racking, various sizes.
Trailers: Ifor Williams GD 106M twin axle Plant trailer 2.7ton . Large Twin axle Exhibition trailer 7.0m
Vehicles so far: Bailiffs: Nissan Nevada Acenta D/C DCi Pick up 107k’ 59 plate.: Engine problem
Renault Kangoo Van ML19 DCi 85 175k’ 2010. Peugeot Partner CRC 1.6 Hdi L2 Crew Van, 2013 66k'.
Transit Connect 75 T200 Van 2012, Full MoT, 51k' only. 7.5 ton EuroCargo curtain sider + tail-lift 2004

On View. Saturday Morn. 9 -1, Monday 9 - 7 pm. Sale days from 8.30 am

www.mstauctioneers.co.uk

T.01404 891833

ALL THE TIMES LISTED BELOW ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY
th

DAY 1: Tuesday 26 March 2017

ROSTRUM 1 front of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1
Lot 1—117Novelty items, cards bikes, replica designer lights etc Lot 124-244 Items from house clearances, suits, a pool table etc
Lot 251-372 IT: computers, laptops, monitors/TVs, printers, office items etc
Lot 373-541 Toys, gift/novelty items. Fishing Section Lot 546-660 Garden items, various stove, wooden dining tables/chairs, carpets
Lot 663-864 Antiques, Collectables, Pictures, Prints, China, Repro Items, Hornby 00 & Farish N Gauge items etc
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1

10:30am

120

11:30am

240

12:30pm

360

1.30pm

480

2:30pm

600

3:30pm

720

4:30pm

840

5:30pm

864

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ROSTRUM 2 - back of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1001
Lot 1001-1255 Office furniture & equip, carpet tiles, safes etc
Lot 1256-1440 replica classic designer furniture: chairs, tables, foot stools, benches etc
Lot 1441- 1480 Beds, Mattresses, etc
Lots 1481-1600 blank lots
Lot 1601-1948 Catering section
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1001

10:30am

1140

11:30am

1280

12:30pm

1420

1:30pm

1460 (blank lots 1480-1600)

2:00pm

1600 Catering section

2:00pm

1720

3:00pm

1840

4:00pm

1948

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

DAY 2: Wednesday 29th March 2017
ROSTRUM 3 – Hangar 2 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 2001
Lot 2001-2184 General machinery/engineering, car spares, insulation, warehouse items, stoves etc
Lot 2185-2315 Ex-demo & unused power tools from a local tools importer. General engineering & tools
Lot 2316-2433 contents of Daco Engineering Ltd: directors retiring
Lot 2435-2534 Dinghy, ride-on Mowers, contractors’ lawn mowers/rotavators. Solar thermal evacuated tube arrays etc
Lot 2541-2716 Garden items, sun awnings, stores racking, welding items/supplies etc
Lot 2725-2801 IN YARD: Limestone floor tiles, builder’s wood, 4 sheds, pallet racking, 2 site cabins, exhibition trailer etc

Lots 3001-3007 Vehicles - not before 4:30pm

LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

2001

10:30am

2125

11:30am

2250

12:30pm

2375

1:30pm

2500

2:30pm

2625

3:30pm

2750

4:30pm

3007

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ALL THE TIMES LISTED ABOVE ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY.
EACH SECTION WILL RUN AT DIFFERENT SELLING TIMES SO THIS IS JUST A GENERAL GUIDE OF THE TIMES OF EACH
SECTION. UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE (IE: THE VEHICLE SECTION) THE AUCTIONEERS WILL CONTINUE WITH THE ORDER
OF SALE EVEN IF HE IS AHEAD OF THE ABOVE TIMES. BLANK LOTS AND OPTIONS WILL SPEED UP SELLING, SO WE TAKE NO
RESPONSIBILITY IF YOU MISS A LOT BECAUSE YOU RELIED ON THE ABOVE GUIDE.
IT IS ADVISABLE TO BE HERE TWO HOURS BEFORE THE LOT YOU REQUIRE COMES UP IN ORDER TO REGISTER
AND TO ALLOW FOR VARIATIONS IN THE SELLING SPEEDS ETC

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1)

Interpretation
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by
any subsequent enactment, order, regulation or Instrument.
2)
General Notice: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973.
3)
Bidding: If any dispute arises between those making bids, the Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall
retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter, vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale.
4)
Method of Payment
No goods may be removed until they have been paid for in full. Payment is acceptable in cash, credit or debit cards. Cheques will only be accepted with a letter from the bank clearly
stating they will honour your cheque to an agreed limit, or by our discretion, otherwise goods will be withheld until cheques are cleared. A handling charge of 3% will be added to all
purchases made by credit card. Debit cards will incur no extra charge. BANK TRANSFERS: CHAPS payment may be made directly into our account (please contact the office for
bank details). Please note: BACS payments are a 3 day process and must not be used as a payment method where receipt into our bank account exceeds the final clearance date.
PLEASE NOTE: due to money laundering regulations: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £8,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED.
5)
Buyers Premium and VAT charges:
A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT will be charged on all lots, except Vehicles at 10% ... All lots in this sale will attract VAT at the current standard rate on the hammer price,
unless specified as being entererd from a non-VAT registered vendor as indicated by ‘nv’ on the item description, or as indicated in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current
rate. A £200 refundable Deposit will be required to be lodged either by card or cash, by any person wishing to purchase vehicles.
6)
Payment of Balance: Vendor's Powers on Non-Payment
Before all lots are removed by the Purchaser, he shall pay in full the purchase price for all the lots bought by him. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed. Such purchase
price shall be paid for on the day of the sale. If the purchase price is not paid by the Purchaser, all monies deposited shall be forfeited and the Vendor shall be at liberty without
prejudice to any other remedies to resell any lot or lots or any part thereof remaining unmoved and unpaid for by the Purchaser by public or private sale without giving prior notice to the
Purchaser, and after allowing for any deposit forfeited as aforesaid, any deficiency which may arise on such resale shall be made good by the Purchaser and shall be recoverable from
him as liquidated damages or deducted from the sums due to him under this or any other contract between him and any Department of Her Majesty's Government. Any increase of
price obtained on resale shall belong to the Vendor.
7)
Commission Bids:
MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on your behalf should you not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure
your lots, NO GUARANTEES are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price, He will not open the bidding at your maximum
price. The final price may well be lower than the bid you leave. Debit or credit card details may be required as security on any bids left over a total of £200.
8)
Safe Working Practice & Personal Injury
Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased at the auction
should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be
required for inspection. Futhermore, appropriate protective clothing, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual
handling practice. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at
any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and
remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any
injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents. Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be purchased only by a member of the appropricate Trade
or installed by a competent member of that Trade.
9)
Faults and Errors
The lots are sold "as they lie" with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement, weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of
not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and if he buys without previous inspection, he shall do so at his own risk. The lots are not sold by sample but if
in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or warranty as to quantity or otherwise or that the lots are
free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
10) Claims Concerned with Condition of Goods
The goods shall be acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or
injury (whether to person or property) suffered by the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the
condition of the goods.
11) Risk:
Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
12) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £2 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED

ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 7 DAYS FOLLOWING THE SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 14 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND
WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE
AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers.

13)
14)

15)
16)

17)

Auctioneers Powers of Non-Removal:
All storage and expenses must be paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to reoffer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. (See Clause 12). Any balance will be returned to the purchaser.
Random Searching of Vehicles
The Auctioneers shall have the right, if it so desires, without compensation to the Purchaser, to search vehicles carrying Goods to which the contract relates, before such vehicles leave
the Auctioneers premises, in order to check that the Goods being removed correspond to the Contract Particulars. This right shall include the right to search the whole of the vehicle,
and the right to require the vehicle to be unloaded if this is necessary for the check to be made. If the vehicle collecting the Goods is now owned or hired by the Purchaser, the
Purchaser shall ensure that the owner or hirer agrees to the exercise of this right by the Auctioneers.
Lifting and Towing
Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the
Purchaser's risk and the Vendor shall incur no liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
Loss Caused by Removal:
Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being
removed shall:i) Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection
with the death or injury of any servant of the Crown under any Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for
payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury of servant to the Crown and
ii) In the case of loss or damage to land or property of the Crown or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage,
whether before the removal of his lots from the premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the
Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and subject to the provisions of Conditions 14 hereof:
iii) the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants,
agents or sub-contractors and nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability to the Crown or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
Rescission by Vendor:
In the event of the Vendor after the Sale not being able to give a good and sufficient title to or delivery of any lot or part thereof before its removal, or in the Vendor's opinion the removal
of any lot will endanger or permanently damage any building or other property, the Vendor may by written notice to Purchaser of such lot or lots delivered to him or his agent or sent by
post to his place of abode or business last known to the Auctioneer rescind the sale of such lot and repay to the Purchaser any deposit money paid in respect thereof.

18) Limitation of Vendor Liability: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of
negligence of the Vendor) by the Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or
purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) Document Inadvertently Left in Furniture, etc.
Where any lot consists of or includes office furniture or equipment, the Purchaser shall inform the Vendor as soon as possible of the discovery in or on the lot(s) of any document,
illustration, plan, tape, film, or other record not mentioned in the description of the lot and shall give the Vendor such information and afford him such facilities for examining any such
items as he may require and shall deliver it to him forthwith if he shall so direct. The property in any such document, illustration, plan, tape, file or other record shall pass to the
Purchaser only if the Vendor signifies in writing his intention that it should pass. Purchasers are reminded that the Official Secrets Act 1911-1939 created offences in relation to the
unauthorised possession or communication of certain information.
20) Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and
Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working
environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant, machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the
United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder applicable thereto.

21)
22)

23)

24)

25)

The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for
use at work. The purchaser is reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser
should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks
to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations
imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
Disputes:
If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale other than a dispute between bidders, the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such
person as they shall appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
Diving Equipment & Breathing Apparatus
All items of equipment related to underwater life support as described as “Diving Equipment” and items used in firefighting described as “CABA , or Compressed Air Breathing
Apparatus” and all associated pumps, compressors, cylinders, fire extinguishers etc. shall be sold as “scrap”. Purchasers must not use any of these items unless the current safety
tests are carried out in accordance with current legislation. Any markings, official stamps or accompanying paperwork should be regarded as an indication only and must not be relied
on. Please refer to Conditions of Sale no. 19 “Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.”
Road Traffic Act Requirements
Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use. It is generally an offence to use on a road a motor vehicle or trailer which does not comply with these Regulations and
Acts and accordingly, it is a condition of the contract of sale that the Purchaser undertakes not to allow any vehicle or trailer purchased to be used until it complies in every respect with
the requirements of the Acts and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment and use and having regard to its condition to ensure its lawful removal in accordance with the
obligations under the contract of sale.
Export of Goods
The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a
Purchaser. The pursuit of any such licences is entirely a matter for the Purchaser. Purchasers intending to export their purchases are required to advise the Accounts Manager.
Export of goods within the EEC – The sale can be zero rated for VAT on production of a current valid letterhead from the company purchasing the goods with a valid VAT registration
number from the country concerned. In order to comply with HM Revenue & Customs we will take a deposit equal to the amount of VAT concerned, This will be refunded when valid
commercial evidence of removal from the UK is received. This evidence of removal must be within 3 months of the date of supply in order to qualify for a refund of the deposit. Export
of Goods outside the EEC – All goods will be subject to VAT at the current standard rate. In order to qualify for a refund of the VAT and for the sale to be zero rated the goods must
be exported within 3 months of the time of supply and valid evidence of export received by the Auctioneers within one month of the date of export.
Containers etc: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
26) Petroleum Mixtures and Paints
The attention of Purchasers purchasing mixtures containing petroleum (e.g. cellulose, is drawn to the requirements of the Petroleum (Mixtures) Order 1929 (SR & O 1929, No.993)
providing that these goods may not be kept, sold or conveyed unless the containers are labelled in conspicuous characters: "Petroleum Mixtures giving off an inflammable heavy
vapour". Purchasers are warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored.
27) Scales and Weighing Machines
Responsibility rests with the Purchaser for determining whether or not apparatus when used for commerce conforms to the Weights and Measures Regulations of the Standards
Department, Department of Trade.
28) Chemicals
The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder.
29) Clothing
i)
All crested buttons, insignia and badges must be removed before resale, the buttons and insignia must be mutilated and disposed of as scrap.
ii)
Purchases are deemed to buy on this condition.
iii)
Unless otherwise specifically stated at the description of the lot, all made-up textile products are sold as 'old made-up textile products' as defined at Item 14 of Schedule 4 of
Statutory Instruments 1973 No. 2124 Trade Descriptions - The Textile Products (indication of Fibre Content Regulations 1973).
30) Rag, Flock and Other Filling Materials Act 1951
Any person who acquires surplus bedding and other goods which may contain fillings should be familiar with the obligation of the Rag, Flock and other Fillings Materials Act 1951.
31) Consumer Protection Act 1987 (Upholstered Furniture)
All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire resistant regulations before it is resold for domestic use.
32) Helmets: Any helmets offered for sale are not sold as affording protection to persons on or in motor-cycles and are not of a type approved for use under the Motor-Cycles (Protective
Helmets) Regulations 1974 (E1 No.2000). They may not therefore be sold or offered for resale for us in Great Britain as affording such protection.
33) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS:
Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they
must be fully aware of their legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
34) Tyres, Covers and Tubes
The tyres, covers and/or tubes are sold "as they lie" and without guarantee by the Government or by the manufacturers, and all conditions and warranties whatever, whether statutory or
otherwise, are hereby expressly excluded.
35) Ladders, Steps and Trestles These goods are offered for sale upon the express understanding that no warranty of their condition or safety is given or implied.
36) Smoking Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.

SPECIAL NOTICE: PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND
CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND
SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE REQUIREMENTS
24/03/17

MST Auctions 28th & 29th March. Vat @ 20% on all lots unless marked “NV”. Buyer’s Premium 18% + vat, except Vehicles @ 10% + Vat. Page

DAY 1, Rostrum 1, by auction office, at commencing at 10.30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

NV: 1 aircraft overhead locker
1 reproduction cast metal post box - black
1 reproduction cast metal post box - red
2 large teddy bears
NV: a qty of various ceramic pots
NV: a qty of various ceramic pots, jugs etc
NV: 1 childs tricycle by Kiddo - blue
NV: 1 childs tricycle by Kiddo - blue
NV: 1 childs tricycle by Kiddo - red
NV: 1 childs tricycle by Kiddo - red
NV: A quantity of various gift / novelty items including DVDs, alarms, pizza
knives etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: A quantity of various gift / novelty items including padlock shape
calculators, kitchen timers etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
3 spiral pendant lights in the style of Verner Panton - type P2016 clear
hanging spirals
3 pendant lights type MDE295/1 - all three boxes came to us open so we do
not know if the lights are totally complete (Trade)
2 white painted metal designer wall lights
A qty of plastic bins & various shop fittings
A qty of folding metal mesh retail display baskets
NV: 5 metal mesh cages with lift up lids
NV: 1 pallet containing a qty of novelty ceramic snowmen & 1 display rack
NV: 1 pallet containing a qty of novelty snowmen & other figures
NV: 2 racks, 3 display carousels & 2 small wooden tables
NV: 10 orange plastic traffic cones
1 green plastic bin & a qty of literature display stands
2 pine tables
NV: 1 black garden circular table
NV: 1 wooden garden bench
NV: a vintage two part pinball machine type Bally Wizard (Trade)
1 vintage Space Invaders arcade game by Taito Taitronics - screen does not
work (Trade)
A large qty of various greetings cards. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
1 greetings card display rack & a qty of cards
NV: 5 coin operated arcade type game of chance / skill machines comprising
types Money Spinner, Pizza the Action, Spell Bound, Strike it Rich & Skill
Strike - only 4 have a key, please see a member of staff to collect
(Trade)
1 metal industrial style pendant light - black
1 metal industrial style pendant light - chrome
1 metal industrial style wall light - brass effect
1 metal industrial style wall light - brass effect
1 metal industrial style pendant light - ribbed metal
1 metal industrial style pendant light - nickel
1 metal industrial style pendant light - nickel
1 metal industrial style pendant light - black
1 pendant light with white shade - Please note the shade is fragile
1 cone light
1 metal industrial style pendant light - bright finish
1 metal industrial style pendant light - white
1 metal industrial style pendant light - white
1 metal / glass pendant light type MDE607/1
1 metal / glass pendant light type MDE607/1
1 metal designer style pendant light - white
1 metal designer style pull down pendant light - white
1 metal designer style pendant light - light blue
1 metal designer style pendant light - apple green
3 metal wall lights & 4 shades. Contents of 2 shelves
1 desk lamp with shade - clamp to desk type
1 metal industrial style pendant light - chrome
1 designer style desk lamp with shade
1 designer style table lamp with shade / glass cover - white
1 designer style table lamp - white
1 designer style table lamp - black
1 designer style table lamp - clear
1 metal / glass table lamp
1 small metal / glass table lamp
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68
69
70
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72
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75
76
77
78
79
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88
89
90
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99
100
101
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110
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1

1 designer style desk lamp - black
1 designer style floor standing light supplied with 3 interchangeable shades shades are fragile
1 designer style floor standing tripod light
1 studio style floor standing tripod light
1 brass coloured floor lamp
NV: 6 stacking tables
NV: 1 wooden tree surround bench
NV: 1 BMX bike by Diamond Back
NV: 1 mountain bike by Haro type ICS3.0
NV: 1 mountain bike by Mongoose type Sycamore
NV: 1 mountain bike by Vertical
NV: 3 metal music stands
NV: 1 mobile folding table tennis table
2 folding tables
2 folding tables
1 spring board
NV: 1 exercise bike by Tunturi
3 various exercise units
1 exercise bike by Workout
1 exercise bike by Body Sculpture
2 sets of metal poles - exact use unknown
NV: 1 set of sack trucks by Expresso
3 model trucks. Please note these were remote controlled but are not supplied
with the remote control equipment
3 model trucks. Please note these were remote controlled but are not supplied
with the remote control equipment
NV: 3 x coin operated twin wheel remote control stations & 5 x remote control
Land Rovers (Trade)
2 model boats. Please note these were remote controlled but are not supplied
with the remote control equipment
2 model boats. Please note these were remote controlled but are not supplied
with the remote control equipment
4 model boats. Please note these were remote controlled but are not supplied
with the remote control equipment
NV: 4 x token operated soft ball canons by Fun Ball type Shoot Air. Please note
air operated but not supplied with an air compressor (Trade)
Catalogue now continues outside in rear yard for 1 lot
NV: 1 large multi section water shooting game which will require rebuilding.
Contents of 2 stillages which are not included
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: 4 boxes each containing 108 novelty plastic swords - 432 in total
NV: a qty of heart shaped novelty boxes
NV: a qty of heart shaped novelty boxes
NV: a qty of various animal prints on canvas by Kiddie Canvas. Contents of
top shelf
NV: a qty of various animal prints on canvas by Kiddie Canvas. Contents of
second shelf
NV: a qty of various animal prints on canvas by Kiddie Canvas. Contents of
third shelf
NV: a qty of various animal prints on canvas by Kiddie Canvas. Contents of
bottom shelf
Catalogue now continues inside Hangar 2 for 1 lot
NV: 1 curved multi section quiet area type unit with padded seats. This lot is
built as an example in Hangar 2
Catalogue now continues back inside hangar 1
NV: 1 curved multi section quiet area type unit with padded seats. This lot is in
hangar 1 and requires building. Stillage is not included
NV: 1 glass display cabinet with key & built in lights (Trade)
NV: 2 wood effect coffee tables
Blank to 123
N/V various tents, lamps and misc. household sundries and ornaments etc (3
shelves) (Trade)
N/V 2 framed wall mirrors
A qty. of misc. blankets and linens etc (3 shelves)
N/V various electrical appliances and misc. household sundries and
ornaments etc (3 shelves) (Trade)
N/V a qty. of misc. household sundries and ornaments etc (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. footwear (3 shelves)
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N/V various solar lights, water carrier and misc. household sundries etc (3
shelves)
N/V 2 boxes of misc. ladies clothing etc
N/V a qty. of misc. camping equipment (1 shelf)
N/V various lamps and misc. household sundries and ornaments etc (3
shelves) (Trade)
N/V various torches, small electrical appliances, clocks and misc. household
sundries etc (3 shelves) (Trade)
N/V a qty. of misc. children's games, candles and sundries etc (3 shelves)
N/V 3 unframed advertising canvases.
N/V various white melamine finished bedroom chests
N/V a wooden hostess trolley and various trolleys and cabinets
N/V a floor standing dark wood corner cabinet
N/V a medium wood music cabinet with a glass door
N/V a medium wood bedroom chest and a glass front cabinet with built in
lights (Trade)
N/V 3 pieces of matching lightwood bedroom furniture, a TV stand and a
small circular table
N/V a set of 3 high-back leather chairs, a button back bedroom chair, a
circular table and a basketwork chair
A Hoover upright vacuum cleaner, a nest of tables and a directors chair
(Trade)
N/V a Lloyd loom chair, a glass topped coffee table and a circular stool
N/V a pine circular kitchen table and 4 chairs and a TV stand
N/V a 2 seater green upholstered settee with matching armchair and 2
stools
N/V a rectangular topped modern lightwood kitchen table and 4 metal
framed chairs
N/V a rectangular topped modern lightwood kitchen table and 4 metal
framed chairs
N/V a set of 4 rush seat kitchen chairs, a circular topped pedestal table, a
pine TV stand and a small pine cabinet
N/V an oatmeal upholstered 2 seater settee
N/V a green upholstered armchair
N/V 2 pink painted wickerwork oval tables, a small wickerwork child's chair
and 4 wickerwork style rectangular topped coffee tables
N/V a fawn floral upholstered 2 seater settee and 2 matching armchairs
N/V a qty. of misc. suitcases and luggage etc (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. books, cases and footstools etc (1 shelf)
Misc. electric trouser presses (Trade)
N/V a pine 3 drawer bedside chest
N/V a dark wood cabinet with 2 glass doors and a pylon hat and coat stand
N/V a dark wood floor-standing corner cabinet and a bow front display
cabinet
N/V 2 wooden storage boxes each with a lift lid
N/V 2 gun cabinets (no keys)
N/V a small pine bedroom chest, 2 pine bedside cabinets and metal glass
topped coffee table
N/V a foldaway electric sewing machine and a domestic 3 drawer wooden
filing cabinet (Trade)
N/V a modern pine double door wardrobe
N/V a golf trolley with golf clubs, shoes and golf equipment
N/V a white painted wooden stick back rocking chair and a lightwood
bedroom chest of drawers
N/V a modern lightwood 2 drawer wardrobe
N/V a modern pine bedroom chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers
N/V 3 misc. vacuum cleaners (Trade)
N/V a modern black and dressing table/office table with 2 drawers
N/V a wickerwork threefold screen
N/V a lightwood rustic work coffee table
N/V a 3 bay open fronted bookcase unit and a wooden bookcase unit
N/V a set of 4 lightwood kitchen chairs with blue upholstered seats
N/V a metal framed and glass TV stand
N/V a heavy duty medium wood open fronted bookcase
N/V 2 dark wood finished floor standing corner cabinets with built in lights
(Trade)
N/V a dark wood finished dining room unit with a fall front, glass doors,
drawers and doors under with built in lights (Trade)
N/V 2 misc. small tables and racks (1 shelf)
N/V misc. pictures and frames (1 shelf)
N/V 5 boxes of misc. children's toys and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of misc. Dyson vacuum cleaners, Henry vacuum cleaners and a
small steps (Trade)
N/V a large rectangular tropical fish tank with stand, a spherical biorb fish
tank and a revolving bookcase (Trade)
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N/V an open fronted bookcase, a medium what-not and a dark wood oval
table
4 square topped white tables/stands
N/V a lightwood rectangular topped coffee table with shelf under and a nest of
3 lightwood coffee tables
N/V a medium wood bedroom chest, a medium wood vintage sideboard and a
medium wood bookcase with glass doors
N/V 2 chromium tubular framed bookcases with wooden shelves
N/V 4 black wood-grained finished bedside cabinets
N/V a dark wood rectangular extending and dining room table and a set of 4
brown high back dining chairs
N/V a dark wood sideboard with 4 central drawers and 2 doors
N/V a folding chair, a lamp standard and a qty. of miscellaneous tables and
small, furniture, etc (Trade)
A baby changing table, an electric fire, a decking cleaner and a green wooden
box (Trade)
A glass topped table and a metal and glass TV stand
N/V 2 Onyx pedestal tables, an electric fire and a dark wood coffee table
(Trade)
N/V a folding chair, 2 drawer low cabinet, a pet basket, a drop leaf dining table
and various small stools etc
N/V a lightwood rectangular kitchen table and 4, mirrors
N/V a flat packed pine single bed in 3 boxes
N/V a flat packed pine single bed in 3 boxes
N/V 4 snow scooters
N/V a wine rack and various folding camping tables, chairs and stools
N/V various suitcases and carriers
N/V 2 large sports carriers and sports equipment
N/V a pine single bed and mattress
N/V a double sized Futon style bed, a pair of crutches and a medium wood
coffee table
N/V a carved light wood ecclesiastical style dresser with shelves drawers and
cupboards and a small bedside cabinet
N/V a fawn coloured corduroy upholstered 2 seater settee
N/V a fawn upholstered 3 seater settee with matching 2 set seater settee and
a single armchair
N/V an Ercol rust floral upholstered 3 seater settee with matching armchair (1
cushion missing)
N/V a wooden steamer style garden / conservatory chair with stool
N/V various wickerwork cabinets and tables and other small furniture
N/V an oak gate-leg dining table with twisted supports
A commercial glass display cabinet
N/V a glass top coffee-table, a dark wood bedroom chest and a plain white
figure of a lady
NV: 2 skis, 2 poles & a pair of ski boots
NV: 10 various blinds. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: 5 various blinds
NV: 2 white washed trugs
NV: 1 box containing a qty of nail varnish
A qty of toilet seats & 2 vacuum clamps for moving glass
1 reproduction leather flying jacket & 1 handbag
1 black leather jacket
1 brown soft leather jacket
1 black leather jacket
NV: 4 x various gentlemans 2 piece suits & 2 jackets - sizes are attached to lot
NV: 4 x various gentlemans 2 piece suits - sizes are attached to lot
NV: 2 x 3 piece suits (1 x mans & 1 x childrens) - sizes are attached to lot
NV: 2 x gentlemans 3 piece suits & 1 grey jacket with waistcoat (no trousers) sizes are attached to lot
NV: 3 x gentlemans 3 piece suits - sizes are attached to lot
NV: 3 x gentlemans 3 piece suits & 2 childrens suits - sizes are attached to lot
NV: 1 x wedding dress by Romantica size 14
NV: 1 glass / metal coffee table
NV: 2 golf clubs
NV: a large qty of Formula 1 gift folders / DVDs. Contents of 1 shelf / 4
shelves
NV: a large qty of Formula 1 gift folders / DVDs. Contents of 1 shelf / 4
shelves
NV: a qty of various books etc incl. cookery, Grandmother memories & Bratz
sticker packs. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of Bratz sticker packs. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various snorkelling related items. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 2 suit cases
NV: 1 dark green upholstered electric reclining sofa & 1 matching manual
reclining arm chair (Trade)
N/V a double keyboard electric organ by Galanti (Trade)
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NV: 1 vacuum cleaner by Nilco type Combi 1207 (Trade)
1 pool table by Super League - please note there are no keys supplied and
the table is locked
Blank 250
A large mobile commercial server/ups cabinet by APC 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 x Auto lens meters type TW1080 & a lens polisher no make or model
visible 240v (Trade)
NV: a Celeron pc tower (no HDD), a monitor, old laptop (no HDD) a midi
keyboard, 2 x world wide radios etc Contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: an Xbox 360 video game console (no controllers), an original Crystal
clear Xbox console with 2 controllers & a quantity of various video games
and accessories etc Contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
A Numark CDN-34S controller & a 6 channel mixer by Phonic, no leads or
cables are included contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: a desktop A3 laminator by Ativa type: AT-100A3 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop A3 laminator by Ativa type: AT-100A3 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop A3 laminator by Ativa type: AT-100A3 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop printer by HP type: 1510 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop printer by HP type: 1510 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop printer by HP type: 2540 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop printer by Epson type: XP-325 - Boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 office shredders 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of projection related items including: projectors screens etc
contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 multifunction printers 1 x HP & 1 x Canon 240v (Trade)
NV: 3 boxes containing various audio/AV Cables
NV: 1 photographic light tent & 2 Interfit 3200 lights - unused 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of electrical related items including: phone chargers, cables,
software etc contents of 1 shelf
Blank
Blank
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760dn 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760dn 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour multifunction laser printer by Dell type: C3765dnf 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour multifunction laser printer by Dell type: C3765dnf 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour multifunction laser printer by Dell type: C3765dnf 240v (Trade)
NV: a multifunction printer by Brother type: MFC-7440N 240v (Trade)
NV: a multifunction printer by Brother type: DCP-9045CDN 240v (Trade)
NV: an office printer by Tally type: T8024 comes with some consumables
240v (Trade)
NV: a portable dehumidifier type: WDH-101P 240v (Trade)
NV: a small dehumidifier by Delonghi 240v (Trade)
1 bass amplifier by H & H type: VS-bassamp 240v (Trade)
NV: a large office laser jet printer by HP type: 9050 240v (Trade)
A multi function printer by Brother type: MFC-J6520DW 240v (Trade)
A multi function printer by Brother type: MFC-J6520DW 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser jet printer by HP type: CP3505x 240v (Trade)
A multifunction printer by Brother type: MFC-J6520DW 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop printer By HP type: deskjet 3630 - 240v (Trade)
NV: a large office laser jet printer by HP type: 9000 240v (Trade)
NV: a blueprint machine by Dart type XL-80 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of collectable items including: Star wars, Pokemon & Captain
Scarlet contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of electrical related items including: usb leads audio & video
cable etc contents of 1 shelf
Blank
A quantity of computer tower units with no HDD's (Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude E6430, Intel core i7 - 2.9Ghz 250gb SSD - 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7
64bit 240v (Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 250gb SSD
- 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 250gb SSD
- 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 128gb SSD
- 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 250gb HDD
- 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 128gb SSD
- 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
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A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 250gb SSD 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude, Intel core i5 - 2.6Ghz - 250gb SSD 8gb Ram - includes a fresh registered install of Windows 7 64bit 240v
(Trade)
A laptop computer by dell type: Latitude D630, Intel core 2 duo - 2.4Ghz 80gb HDD - 4gb Ram (Trade)
A laptop computer by HP type: Mobile workstation, Intel Pentium M - 2.13Ghz
- 80gb HDD - 2gb Ram (Trade)
NV: a desktop computer by Dell type: Vostro 430 - Intel core i5 - 2.67Ghz 128gb SSD & extra 2TB HDD - 12gb Ram, Twin monitor graphics card,
comes with monitor, keyboard, mouse, Microsoft office installed on
Windows 7 - 64 bit system 240v (Trade)
NV: a Nintendo 3DS handheld video game system with 1 3DS Game & 3 other
DS games 240v (Trade)
NV: a boxed edition of Paintshop pro 7 software by Jasc
NV: a Nintendo game & watch handheld game: Mario Bros
NV: a Nintendo game & watch handheld game: Donkey Kong (battery cover
missing)
NV: a Nintendo game & watch handheld game: Donkey Kong Jr
NV: a Nintendo game & watch handheld game: Snoopy Tennis
NV: a Nintendo game & watch handheld game: Fire Attack
NV: a Nintendo handheld Gameboy color console & 4 games
A quantity of electrical related items including: a GPS Sat Nav, lego book & a
Netgear router (trade)
Blank
Blank
NV: a Quadcore mobile smart phone by Sony Type M2 boxed with charger
(previously on O2) - 240v (Trade)
2 x Nvidia graphics cards & 4 sticks of 4gb ram
NV: a digital planimeter by Haff - type: 330E
NV: a Tom Tom sat nav (no cables) & a vintage keyboard by Casio VL-tone
(Trade)
2 x gaming desktop towers by Dell type: Alienware, Intel core i7, 3.4Ghz, no
power adapters, HDD's etc both require attention 240v (Trade)
A desktop computer by Dell type: Optiplex 790, Intel core i5, 3.3Ghz, 500gb
SSD, 8gb Ram comes with fresh registered install of windows 7 64 bit,
monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v (Trade)
A desktop computer by Dell type: Precision T5500, Intel Xeon, 2.67Ghz,
750gb HDD, 12gb Ram comes with fresh registered install of windows 7 64
bit, monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v (Trade)
A desktop computer by Dell type: Precision T5500, Intel Xeon, 2.67Ghz,
500gb HDD, 36gb Ram, Geforce 660Ti graphics card, comes with fresh
registered install of windows 7 64 bit, monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v
(Trade)
A desktop computer by Dell type: Precision T5500, Intel Xeon, 2.67Ghz,
750gb HDD, 8gb Ram, GTX-470 graphics card, comes with fresh
registered install of windows 7 64 bit, monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v
(Trade)
A desktop computer by Dell type: Precision T5500, Intel Xeon, 2.67Ghz,
750gb HDD, 12gb Ram, GTX 680 2gb graphics card, comes with fresh
registered install of windows 7 64 bit, monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v
(Trade)
1 desktop computer by Acer type: 2100, 3.10Ghz, 1tb HDD, 4gb Ram, 2
monitors, speakers, keyboard, mouse & a Zoostorm tower in need of repair
with no HDD 240v (Trade)
A 60 inch LED HDTV by Sharp type: Aquos comes with wall bracket, no model
visible, no remote 240v (Trade)
A 37 inch LED HDTV by LG type: 37LV355T, no stand or remote included
240v (Trade)
A 32 inch HDTV by Samsung type: LE32C650L1K, comes with stand, no
remote 240v (Trade)
NV: a Stereo system by Sony type: MHC-RG475S, comes complete with
speakers, sub woofer & remote control 240v (Trade)
NV: a 15.4 inch flat screen HDTV & DVD Combi by iKasij type: DV067488, no
remote 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 LCD HD 32inch TV by Toshiba type Regza - 32AV555D with stand &
remote (Trade)
A 46 inch LCD HD 3D Monitor by JVC type: GD463D10E, would require a
satellite/freeview box to watch TV, comes with a stand, no remote 240v
(Trade)
NV: a wide capacity printer by HP type: Design-jet 500 - C7769B 240v (Trade)
A 42 inch Plasma HDTV by Samsung type: PS42B451-B2WXXU comes with
stand & remote 240v (Trade)
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A 42 inch HDTV by LG type: 42LK450U, no stand or remote is included
240v (Trade)
NV: a 40 inch HDTV by Sony type: KDL-40EX500 with stand & remote 240v
(Trade)
NV: A 50 inch HD Monitor by UbiLink type: AKP-50HDT9M, no stand or
remote 240v (Trade)
NV: a Nintendo 64 video games console with 2 coloured controllers, all
leads, 2 N64 games, 2 empty game boxes, a Nintendo Gameboy color &
a handheld space invaders game 240v (Trade)
NV: a Nintendo gamecube video game console with 2 controllers, all leads 5
games, anime DVDs & a boxed Nintendo Wii console 240v (Trade)
NV: a desktop jukebox by Kaleidovision type: KL3, comes with Monitor,
keyboard, mouse & speakers (settings are password protected,
password unknown) 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 trimmer by Razorback type: RZT480
NV: 1 trimmer by Rexel type smart cut A445
NV: 1 guillotine by Office depot
NV: 1 trimmer by Dahle type 508
NV: 1 trimmer by Avery & 1 laminator by Ativa type: AT-100A4 240v (Trade)
NV: 3 various size wall hung key cabinets
NV: 1 large wall hung key cabinet (unboxed)
NV: 1 large wall hung key cabinet (boxed)
NV: 1 guillotine by Avery type: 640mm
NV: 1 guillotine by Avery type: PG360
1 digital CCTV recorder with remote & a CRT Monitor 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 electric guitar & small guitar amplifier 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 electric guitar by Satallite
NV: 1 acoustic guitar by BM-Espana
NV: 1 acoustic guitar by Valencia
NV: 1 acoustic guitar by Chantry
Blank
Blank
NV: A quantity of various items including a Samsung hi-fi, a shredder, a
Panasonic DVD recorder, AV senders, telephones etc. Contents of 1 bay
/ 4 shelves (Trade)
NV: 1 vintage hi-fi unit by Hitachi model ST-7785 & 4 speakers. Contents of
2 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including a Marantz CP430 tape recorder, a
Rockband game (not known if complete) etc. Contents of 2 shelves
(Trade)
NV: 2 x TVs & 3 x various monitors. Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various Hi-fi equipment including 4 x minidisk players, 1
CD recorder, graphic equaliser, speakers etc. Contents of 3 shelves
(Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including printers, speakers, toner cartridges
etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including cameras, camera accessories etc.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 digital audio tape deck by Panasonic type SV-3700 (Trade)
NV: 1 laminator by Lervia (boxed) & a qty of ink cartridges Contents of 1
shelf
3 wall mount brackets. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large qty of hair related items incl. curlers, dryers, product etc.
Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves (Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including 2 Sony hi-fis, speakers,
telephones, a digital photo frame etc. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
(Trade)
NV: 1 small TV by Samsung & a qty of various pre-recorded DVDs.
Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: a qty of various CDs & tapes. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various toys. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various baskets. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various baskets. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various baskets. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various soft toys. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various soft toys. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
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NV: a qty of various stationary related items incl. files, lined books etc.
Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various party related items incl. paper plates, napkins etc.
Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various baking tins & cake stands. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various gift / novelty items. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: 4 x Charter beach rods (no reels)
NV: 4 x Powerstick pier / beach rods (no reels)
NV: 3 x telescopic landing nets & poles
NV: 4 x telescopic river rods (no reels)
NV: 4 x small telescopic rods (no reels)
NV: a qty of river fishing rod rests
NV: 2 x multiplier beach casting reels
NV: 1 x Fladen CL30 reel & 1 x Vigor TP40 reel
NV: 1 x Fladen Charter Surf 7000 reel & 1 x Fladen Tectonic 7600 reel
NV: 2 x Matt Hayes 3 piece carp rods in case (no reels)
NV: 1 x unbreakable boat rod (no reel)
NV: 2 x Powerstick spinning rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x Matt Hayes river rod (no reel)
NV: 3 telescopic rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x 4 piece carbon fly rod & 1 x reel
NV: 5 x 5m poles
NV: 1 x Matt Hayes carp rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x Avon carbon river rod (no reel)
NV: 1 x feeder rod with tips (no reel)
NV: 2 x Matt Hayes 3 piece river rods (no reels)
NV: 3 x spinning rods (no reels)
NV: 2 x Matt Hayes match rods (no reels)
NV: 2 x telescopic river rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x beach casting rod (no reel)
Blank to 430
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1 bag of swivels
1 bag of swivels
1 bag of Fladen lures
1 bag of Fladen lures
1 bag of Fladen lures
1 bag of fishing DVDs
1 bag of various tackle
1 bag of large lures
1 bag of large lures
1 bag of 5lb fishing line
1 bag of Iron Silk shock leader line
1 bag of pike rigs
1 bag of pike rigs
1 bag of large baiting needles
1 bag of Zebco rig winders
1 bag of carp boilies
1 bag of carp boilies
2 x snorkels and masks
2 x snorkels and masks
1 instant build tent
1 instant build tent
1 tripod
1 water container
1 dog life jacket
1 bag of lures
1 bag of foot pumps
1 TF Gear seat box conversion set
1 bag of Zebco rig winders
1 bag of Zebco rig winders
1 bag of Zebco rig winders
1 Mitchell beach casting reel
1 Quantum hypercast boat reel
1 Quantum Magnum boat reel
1 Zebco Topic beach reel
1 Quantum hypercast bait runner reel
1 Stiffy spinning reel
1 Zebco Topic beach fishing reel
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2 x Luen 6300 boat fishing reels
1 Shakespeare Summit fishing reel
1 Fishzone Spyder boat fishing reel
3 various reels
1 bag of fishing line
1 bag of fishing line
1 x NGT 12ft beach caster rod & 1 x reel
1 x beach caster rod & 1 x reel
Blank
A telescopic double tripod
A bag of muppet lures
A bag of spinners
A bag of various tackle
A bag of pole rollers
A bag of various carp tackle
A bag of floats & float tubes
A bag of mixed hard lures
A bag of bite alarms & various tackle
1 x Seafighter 9ft rod & 1 x reel
1 x Seafighter 9ft rod & 1 x reel
1 x Seafighter 9ft rod & 1 x reel
1 x Fishzone chrome rod & 1 x reel
1 x Fladen XTC beach caster rod & 1 x reel
1 x Fladen XTC beach caster rod & 1 x reel
1 x Fishzone 12ft carp rod & 1 x reel
1 x Rhino boat rod & 1 x reel
1 x Shakespeare Alpha boat rod & 1 x reel
1 x Tronix boat rod & 1 x reel
1 x Abu boat rod & 1 x reel
1 x Okuma boat rod & 1 x reel
A pair of old wooden oars
Blank
Blank
NV: 1 x Raider 6ft boat rod & 1 x warbird reel
NV: 1 Performance match rod 13ft & 1 x reel
NV: 1 x Fladen Eco 12ft rod test curve 2 1 /2 lbs & 1 x reel
NV: 1 x Shakespeare XK4000CP rod & 1 x reel
NV: 2 x carps rods (no reels)
NV: 2 x match rods (no reels)
NV: 1 x Lineaeffe Miami boat rod & 1 x JD500 reel
NV: 1 x Leeda boat rod & 1 x Chieftain reel
NV: 4 x various rods (no reels)
NV: 3 x various rods (no reels)
NV: 2 bags of carp floats
NV: a bag of 3 x Chieftain 30 multiplier reels
NV: a bag of 3 x Chieftain 30 multiplier reels
NV: a bag of 3 x Chieftain 30 multiplier reels
NV: a bag of 3 x Warbird 2030 multiplier reels
NV: a bag of 3 x Warbird 2030 multiplier reels
NV: 2 bags of anti tangle booms
NV: 2 bags of anti tangle booms
NV: 2 bags of Alligator & other lures
NV: 2 bags of mixed beads
NV: 2 bags of various lures incl. Portland eels
NV: a bag of various fishing line
NV: 2 bags of various latex lures
NV: 2 bags of various latex lures
NV: 2 bags of various latex & other lures
NV: 2 bags of sea floats
NV: 2 bags of carp floats & shad tails
NV: 2 bags of rod rest heads & loaded tackle boxes
NV: a qty of approx 200 packets of hooks
NV: a qty of approx 200 packets of hooks
NV: a qty of approx 50 packets of hooks
NV: a qty of approx 50 packets of hooks
NV: a qty of approx 30 small boxes of hooks
NV: a qty of approx 30 packets of hooks
NV: a qty of mixed carp tackle
NV: a bag of various sea rigs
NV: a bag of various sea rigs
NV: a bag of various sea rigs
NV: 2 bags of sea spinners & fishing line
NV: 1 bag of braided fishing line
NV: a pair of waders by Dawia & 1 large rucksack
Blank
Blank
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Blank
Catalogue now continues the other side of the rack and runs back
towards the front of the hangar
NV: 1 parasol by Bambrella approx 3m, beige with a base
NV: 2 tall white planters by Elho both with faux topiary balls by Gardman
NV: 1 unused large s/s barbeque by Beef Eater type Discovery 1100S, 5
burner with pipe & regulator, needs a gas bottle
NV: 2 wood / glass garden lanterns
NV: 3 perforated metal hanging lanterns
NV: 5 graduating size sets of 3 perforated metal tea light type holders
NV: 2 end grain hardwood chopping boards
NV: 6 glass diamond shaped hanging tea light type holders
NV: 1 reproduction blue metal crate (Camp Coffee) & 2 garden signs
NV: 1 reproduction red metal crate (Camp Coffee) & 2 garden signs
NV: 1 recycled metal hot air balloon planter by Think Outside
Blank
Blank
Blank
1 wood burning stove by Yeoman - wood only
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
1 multi fuel stove type Anstey JA004, 6.5kw
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, cast top (6)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, cast top (6)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 9 kw, steel top (5)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, steel top (4)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, steel top (4)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, cast top (3)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel stove by Prity - unused, 10 kw, cast top (3)
NV: 1 metal multi fuel corner stove by Prity - unused, 12 kw, steel top (2)
1 wood burning stove by Wigburn type Anchor 5kw - wood only
1 vintage enamelled multi fuel stove by Briffault - ex-show room will require
back cover changing to access chimney hole & hinge on lift up top requires
a pin
1 inset multi fuel stove by Arrow type Hamlett 5kw
N/V a lightwood oval drop leaf dining table with a set of 5 sabre legs dining
chairs
N/V a very ornate marquetry inlaid pedestal dining table with a set of 6 an
elaborate fawn buttoned upholstered dining chairs
A pine oval end extending pedestal dining table
A set of 4 modern light oak tub style fawn upholstered dining chairs.
A lightwood rectangular topped 4 seater bench
A lightwood rectangular topped 4 seater bench
A lightwood rectangular topped 4 seater bench
A pair of light oak high kitchen stools
A pair of grey painted ladder backed kitchen chairs
A pair of cream painted ladder backed kitchen carver chairs
A rectangular topped low pine coffee-table
A rectangular topped low pine coffee-table with one drawer
A rectangular topped low pine coffee-table with one drawer
A rectangular topped low pine coffee-table with one drawer
A rectangular topped light oak low coffee-table
A pine rectangular topped low coffee-table with one drawer
A pine rectangular topped low coffee-table with one drawer
A pine rectangular topped low coffee-table with one drawer
A pair of light oak high-back dining chairs with brown seats
A pair of light oak high-back dining chairs with cream seats
A square topped light oak kitchen table
A square light oak kitchen table with grey legs
A set of 6 (4+2) of light oak ladder backed kitchen chairs with wooden seats
(unfinished)
Catalogue now continues on the other side of the fishing racks
A farmhouse style rectangular topped pine kitchen table with drawers on
turned legs, approximately 6' 10" x 3' 4".
A set of 6 light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with brown upholstered
seats
A pine farmhouse style rectangular topped kitchen table with drawers on
turned legs, approximately 6'10" x 3' 4 inch.
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A set of 6 modern light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with brown
upholstered seats
A rectangular farmhouse style pine kitchen table with drawers on turned
legs, approximately 6'10" x 3'
A set of 6 light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with cream upholstered
seats
A heavy duty rectangular topped rustic style wooden kitchen table with
heavy square legs, approximately 6' x 3'3"
A set of 6 light oak high-back ladder back kitchen dining chairs with brown
upholstered seats
A rectangular topped oak refectory style dining table with trestle supports
approximately 5'11"x 3'3" - please note that the top is slightly bowed
A set of 6 light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with brown upholstered
seats
A rectangular topped oak kitchen dining table with square legs,
approximately 5'11" x 3' 11"
A set of 6 oak high-back ladder backed kitchen dining chairs with brown
upholstered seats
A rectangular topped extending pine kitchen table with cream painted legs,
approximately 7' 3" x 2'11" extended. Please note the centre section
requires slight adjustment to make it fit properly
A set of 6 light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with cream upholstered
seats
A rectangular topped pine kitchen table with cream painted turned legs,
approximately 3'11"x2' 6"
A rectangular topped pine kitchen table with cream painted square legs,
approximately 3'11"x2' 6"
A set of 4 cream painted high backed kitchen dining chairs with cream
upholstered seats
A light oak rectangular topped extending kitchen dining table with square
legs and approximately 8'1" x 3'3" extended.
A set of 8 light oak high-back kitchen dining chairs with brown upholstered
seats
A medium wood rectangular topped extending dining table with heavy
square legs, approximately 6' 8" x 3' 5"
A set of 10 (8+2) medium wood high-back ladder back kitchen chairs with
wooden seats
A rectangular topped pine kitchen table with drawer on turned legs,
approximately 3'11" x 2' 4"
A set of 4 light oak high backed kitchen chairs with brown upholstered seats
A rectangular topped pine kitchen table with drawer on turned legs
approximately 3'11" x 2' 6"
A set of 4 light oak ladder backed kitchen chairs with fawn upholstered seats
A small rectangular topped oak low coffee-table with shelf under
A set of 3 light oak circular topped low kitchen stools
A set of 3 light oak circular topped high kitchen stools
A set of 4 square topped light oak high kitchen stools - tops require screwing
on
Catalogue now continues with the large carpets (look up!)
NV: 1 Turkish patterned woollen floor carpet approx 3.34m x 2.31m
NV: 1 large patterned floor carpet with central medallion & beige ground
NV: 1 large red patterned floor carpet
NV: 1 large patterned floor carpet with small central medallion & border
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with Tree of Life design, 330cm x 240cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm
x 240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with Tree of life design approx 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with unique floral design approx 330cm x
240cm
Blank
Blank
The following section of carpets can be viewed hanging on the rack on
opposite side of warehouse
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with unique design, 240cm x 160cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with all over design approx 230cm x
160cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with Bokaara design approx 230cm x
160cm
NV: 1 zebra / cheetah pattern carpet
NV: 1 large patterned carpet
NV: 1 tribal Gazak rug approx 120cm x 120cm
NV: 1 narrow Uzbek runner approx 30cm x 149cm
NV: 1 Meshwani runner approx 64cm x 249cm
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NV: 1 Meshwani runner approx 56cm x 253cm
NV: 1 Suzni Kilim runner approx 58cm x 237cm
NV: 1 Suzni Kilim runner approx 66cm x 223cm
NV: 1 Balochi rug approx 81cm x 124cm
1 modern style circular carpet diameter approx 3m
Blank
Catalogue now continues inside the glass fronted saleroom
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (5 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. hard backed and paperback books (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. football and other sporting programmes etc all relating to
Manchester United FC (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. hard backed and paperback books (2 shelves)
N/V a small qty. of misc. glassware (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. hard backed and paperback books (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. railway modeller magazines and fishing magazines (4
shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. figure and animal ornaments, other ornaments and an old
doll (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative china and glassware (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative china and glassware (3 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. chinaware and ornaments (5 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative figures, ornaments, 2 table lamps and vases etc
(4 shelves)(Trade)
1 light fitting, 1 wine racks & 2 candle holders (1 shelf)(Trade)
N/V a qty. of misc. old workshop manuals etc (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. chinaware, glassware and ornaments etc (2 shelves)
N/V a large decorative water pitcher and a qty. of decorative breakfast and tea
ware (3 shelves)
A qty. of wrought iron style hinges and door latches (1 shelf)
3 reproduction cast-iron signs "Harley-Davidson, coloured and MG"
A set of 12 decorative reproduction cast-iron herb signs
A set of 12 reproduction of decorative cast iron plant signs
3 reproduction cast-iron signs "Michelin, Shell and Castrol"
3 reproduction cast-iron signs, 'Manchester United, BP and Cornishman'
3 reproduction cast-iron signs, "BSA, Royal Enfield and Beware of the dog"
2 reproduction cast iron Esso figures
A cast-iron President Trump money box
2 wooden articulated hands.
N/V a qty. of misc. hard backed and paperback books (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative tins and boxes etc. (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. cat figures and ornaments (2 shelves)
3 reproduction wooden London street signs
A reproduction cast-iron sign 'shut the gate'
N/V a Canon power shot A70 digital camera
N/V a Canon EOS 750 camera
N/V a Minolta 5000 camera
N/V a Cannon AE1 camera with telescopic lens
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames
NV: 4 various framed pictures / prints
N/V a qty. of misc. books, Giles annuals, children's annuals and misc. LP
records (3 shelves)
N/V a Singer hand sewing machine and an old wooden badminton racket
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (3 shelves)
N/V an old portable mains record player and a qty. of LP records etc (3
shelves)(Trade)
N/V a Galotta piano accordion with carry case
N/V a qty. of misc. framed pictures, mainly of naval ships (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (2 shelves)
N/V a tea chest
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. tribal carvings and a sailing ship lamp (1 shelf)(Trade)
N/V a set of bowling balls and a qty of James Bond books.
NV: 1 lamp holder assembly by ILC (Trade)
N/V 2 large framed mirrors
N/V 1 vintage mahogany Hardy fishing rod, 1 Hardy Viscount reel & 1 other
fishing rod
A JK 18 Airsoft B/B gun
A ZM02 Airsoft B/B gun
A ZM01A Airsoft B/B gun
N/V a Taurus PT92 B/B gun
A brass telescope and a brass cased Brinton compass (both reproduction)
N/V a pair of Oriental lacquered panels with raise mother-of-pearl decoration
N/V 5 large framed Oriental fabric pictures
N/V 2 framed desert scene pictures and a modern framed print
N/V a large qty. of misc. pictures and frames
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N/V 4 large framed canvases of figures
N/V 4 gilt framed pictures of children.
N/V a pair of gilt framed prints of ladies
N/V a gilt framed print of a woodland scene
N/V a pair of gilt framed fruit prints
N/V 2 framed religious prints
N/V a rectangular wall mirror in a decorative gilt frame
N/V a rectangular wall mirror in a decorative gilt frame
N/V a rectangular Oriental lacquered panel with raised bird and floral
decoration
N/V a qty. of misc. brown patterned tea and coffee ware
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative jugs, vases and planters etc
N/V a qty. of Royal Doulton patterned breakfast ware and misc. ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative glassware
N/V a floral patterned "Duchess" tea set
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative ladies fans
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative figures and ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative china, glassware and ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative copper ware, silver-plated ware and metalware etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative glassware and ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative ceramic figures and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative vases, jugs and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative silver-plated ware and cutlery
N/V a qty. of misc. vases, pots and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative ceramic figures and a collection of bird
ornaments etc
N/V 4 copper kettles, 2 brass kettles and a qty. of misc. brassware and
ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of "Indian Tree" patterned and dinner and breakfast ware
N/V a qty. of misc. pottery and stoneware jugs and jars etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative chinaware
N/V a qty. of misc. Royal commemorative beakers, small plates and
memorabilia
N/V a qty. of 1981 Charles and Diana Royal wedding memorabilia
A qty. of misc. decorative stem glasses
N/V a qty. of pale blue and grey ceramic figures and ornaments etc
NV: 2 hanging ceiling lights (Trade)
NV: 2 hanging ceiling lights (Trade)
N/V a 3 branch hanging ceiling light with glass globes (Trade)
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative picture frames and ornaments etc
N/V a dark green Poole pottery coffee set
N/V a white rope-work comport with lid
N/V a collection of glass magic lantern slides
N/V a part set of silver-plated cutlery in an oak presentation case
N/V a silk embroidered panel of peacocks
N/V a qty. of misc. costume jewellery, watches and cutlery etc
N/V a set of silver-plated cutlery in an oak presentation case
N/V a blue patterned pictorial jug and basin set
N/V 3 misc. decorative wristwatches
N/V a qty. of glass marbles and 2 small, trays
N/V a "Royal Kent" green and white patterned tea set
2 framed displays of butterflies and insects
N/V a qty. of various silver-plated fish knives and forks with bone handles
and other cutlery
N/V an engraved and bevelled triple dressing mirror
N/V a spelter figure of an Elizabethan man and a bronze coloured figure of
cherubs
N/V a framed souvenir programme 'Bachelor Boy'
N/V a 4 piece vintage bamboo fishing rod
1 cone light (Trade)
N/V a wooden adjustable artist's easel
N/V a large Tasco telescope with adjustable tripod base, D=114 mm, F=900
mm
A heavy duty pub sign bracket
N/V 3 small decorative mats
N/V a heavy duty fire iron set with stand, 1 blue bowl and a magazine rack
3 large outdoor brass lanterns with black cast-iron brackets (Trade)
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames etc
N/V 2 tribal hardwood carvings.
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames
A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Norton Commando"
A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Land Rover"
A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Flying Scotsman'
A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Triumph Bonneville"
A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Beer"
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A reproduction enamelled wall sign "Pepsi Cola"
NV: a wooden croquet set and a qty. of brass stair rods
N/V a qty of misc. electric train related items incl. controllers, track, stations
and rolling stock etc. (5 shelves)(Trade)
N/V a qty of misc. electric trains incl. controllers, track, stations and rolling
stock etc. (2 shelves)(Trade)
N/V 2 boxes of vintage Meccano
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge R.483 BR composite coach maroon, 1
R.484 BR brake composite maroon, 1 R.485 BR 1st Class sleeper maroon
livery, all with boxes
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge R.436 LNER coach brake composite, 1
R.477 LNER composite coach (teak finish) with boxes
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge R.157 BR Diesel power cars with box
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge R.739 operating breakdown crane with box
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge BR Class A4 4-6-2 Mallard locomotive with
tender and box (box damaged)
N/V 1 Hornby Railways 00 gauge NE locomotive with tender and box
N/V 1 Wrenn Railways 00 gauge W2229, 4-6-2 City Blue BR locomotive with
tender and box
N/V 2 Hornby 00 gauge intercity 125 locomotives, 3 diesel locomotives and 4
carriages, (no boxes)
N/V 1 Hornby 00 gauge locomotive with 8 goods wagons and 1 diesel shunter
with 8 goods wagons
N/V 1 Graham Farish N gauge class 37/4 diesel locomotive with box
N/V 1 Graham Farish N gauge class 08 diesel shunter with box
N/V 1 Graham Farish N gauge 2-6-4 standard tank locomotive with box
N/V 1 Graham Farish N gauge Pannier tank locomotive (not working) and 1
Graham Furish N gauge 0-6-0 LN class locomotive (part box)
N/V 2 Graham Farish N gauge coaches with boxes
N/V a qty of Graham Farish N gauge goods wagons and rails etc.
Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues outside on the carpet
N/V 3 oak framed wall mirrors
N/V a gilt framed wall mirror
N/V a gilt framed over mantel mirror
N/V a brass adjustable fire fender
A reproduction mahogany pedestal desk with a tooled leather top and side
drawers
A reproduction mahogany pedestal desk with a tooled leather top and side
drawers
N/V an Edwardian mahogany coal box
N/V an Edwardian adjustable child's high chair and a small stool
N/V a mahogany cabinet with 2 panelled doors enclosing sliding trays.
N/V a Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned
knobs
N/V a dark wood storage box with a lift lid
N/V a tubular stool, a small cabinet and a small oak box with a lift lid
N/V an adjustable chair with loose cushions
N/V a green painted wooden chair
N/V a dark wood elbow chair
N/V a small oak drop leaf table
N/V a reproduction coffee table and a nest of reproduction tables
N/V 3 brass tray tops, 2 sets of folding legs & 1 chair
N/V 2 oak framed fire screen
N/V an oak Arts and Crafts bureau with a fall front, open shelves and a leaded
glazed door
N/V a Victorian spoon back upholstered armchair
N/V a lightwood bergere three-piece suite with blue loose cushions
N/V a set of 3 dark wood stick back kitchen chairs
N/V 2 Mahogany shaped top occasional tables
N/V an upright piano by Godfrey
N/V an oval coffee-table, a circular oak coffee table and a picture frame
N/V an upholstered stool, a nest of oak coffee tables and a 3 tier table
N/V 6 miscellaneous chairs
N/V a gout stool and a double footstool
N/V a large oval oak gate legged dining table with turned supports
N/V a mahogany oval topped extending dining table on cabriole legs
N/V an elaborate carved oak continental cabinet with panelled doors and
drawers
N/V a dark wood display cabinet with glazed doors
N/V a dark wood display cabinet with 2 leaded glazed doors
N/V a light oak clerks desk - top requires attention to hinges
N/V a tilt top table and a fire screen
N/V 2 similar high-back chairs
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N/V an oak framed tapestry fire screen
N/V a purple painted pine chest of 3 drawers
N/V an Edwardian mahogany dressing table with a swing mirror and drawers
under
N/V 2 octagonal topped mahogany occasional tables
N/V a small mahogany drop leaf occasional table with one drawer
N/V a carved oak blanket box with the lift lid
N/V a Victorian mahogany kneehole writing desk with small drawers and
turned knobs
N/V a rectangular topped mahogany fold over tea table with one drawer
N/V a decorative storage box with a lift lid and side handles
N/V an early mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted interior and
4 drawers under on bracket feet
N/V a pair of marquetry inlaid bedroom chairs with padded seats
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped side table on tapered legs
Blank
End of sale for this rostrum
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DAY 1, Rostrum 2, commencing at 10.30, far left hand side of Hangar 1.

1066
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Office Furniture etc
1001 nv - 1 vintage safe/strong box with 2 handles on each end - key in auction
office
1002 A qty of various stacking chairs & 1 wooden stool
1003 nv - 1 light wood effect circular table & 1 modern style stool
1004 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 400 dark grey fleck carpet tiles
1005 nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of carpet tiles inc some off cuts
1006 nv - 1 pallet containing a large qty of carpet tiles
1007 nv - 1 pallet containing a large qty of carpet tiles
1008 nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of deep burgundy carpet tiles
1009 nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of deep burgundy fleck carpet tiles
1010 nv - 1 pallet containing a large qty of deep burgundy fleck carpet tiles
1011 nv - 1 pallet containing a large qty of carpet tiles
1012 nv - 1 pallet containing a large qty of carpet tiles
1013 1 pallet containing approx 200 green fleck carpet tiles
1014 nv - 1 pallet containing a qty of light grey fleck carpet tiles
1015 nv - 5 brown upholstered cantilver chairs
1016 A qty of blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1017 12 blue upholstered cantilever chairs & 1 folding chair
1018 nv - 2 mobile dry wipe boards
1019 3 mobile dry wipe boards
1020 3 mobile dry wipe boards
1021 1 home computer trolley & 2 small mobile tables
1022 3 various office swivel chairs
1023 1 blue panel exhibition type display stand
1024 nv - 1 metal framed wooden topped table
1025 nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1026 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1027 nv - 4 various bent wood stacking chairs
1028 2 blue/black upholstered office swivel chairs
1029 1 wood effect rectangular office table with flip up centre section to take a
computer
1030 blank
1031 blank
1032 blank
1033 1 fire resisting 2 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb type Milner Range - key in
auction office
1034 1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb - key in auction office
1035 2 dry wipe boards
1036 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 grey under worktop pedestals
1037 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1038 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1039 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1040 1 wood effect corner workstation with a full height end pedestal
1041 1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching under worktop
pedestal
1042 1 wood effect corner workstation with under worktop pedestal
1043 nv - 2 black plastic shelf units
1044 nv - A qty of various dry wipe boards, an office screen etc
1045 2 green upholstered office swivel chairs
1046 nv - 5 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1047 3 various office swivel chairs
1048 nv - 1 fire resisting safe by FAC type 403 - key in auction office
1049 nv - 2 unused dry wipe boards
1050 6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1051 6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
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nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
6 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 2 unused dry wipe boards
nv - 2 unused dry wipe boards
nv - 1 burgundy upholstered arm chair with wooden base
nv - 1 small mobile computer type trolley (trade)
6 trapezium shaped grey tipping-top mobile office tables & 2 matching
rectangular tables. Will arrange in a variety of different shapes
nv - 2 wood effect bookcases
A qty of brown upholstered reception type seats
11 various colour stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on left
hand side
6 grey stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand side
10 grey stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
10 grey stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
10 grey stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
10 red stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
10 red stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
10 orange stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
13 yellow stacking student type chairs with flip-over pad rests on right hand
side
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6'x 3'
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
2 low light wood effect/grey shutter front cabinets
1 wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
1 wood effect/grey shutter front cabinet
2 adjustable height stools
4 wood framed green upholstered reception type chairs
nv - a qty of charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
1 light coloured 2 door storage cabinet NB: no shelves included
nv - 3 grey metal personnel lockers - supplied with most keys
1 white metal lateral 3 drawer filing cabinet
1 white metal lateral 3 drawer filing cabinet
1 white metal lateral 3 drawer filing cabinet
1 white metal 2 door storage cabinet
1 white metal 2 door storage cabinet
2 white metal 2 door storage cabinets
2 grey metal shutter front cabinets
1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Triumph Metrix
1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Triumph Metrix
1 metal shutter front cabinet
1 dark grey/light grey shutter front cabinet
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1 dark grey/light grey shutter front cabinet
1 dark grey/light grey shutter front cabinet
2 tall grey metal 2 door cabinets
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
nv - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Roneo
1 dark grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 brown metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 brown metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 wood effect/black shutter front cabinet
nv - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
nv - 2 various metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
2 low white 2 door cabinets & 1 low white bookcase
2 wood effect shutter front cabinets
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 wood effect shutter front cabinet
1 wood effect 2 door cabinet & 1 wood effect shutter front cabinet by
Kinnarps
3 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please
note œ1 release type key
1 wood effect open front shelf unit
2 different height wood effect/grey shutter front cabinets
1 bay of metal bolted stores type racking
nv - 1 dark grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'6"x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'6"x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door cabinet approx 6'6"x 3'
nv - A double width cabinet with shared middle uprights, 4 doors beneath
& shelf under
1 wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 tall wood effect 2 door cabinet
10 white metal chairs
8 red metal chairs
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Escoline
nv - 1 dark grey 4 drawer filing cabinet
2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
2 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 brown metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Triumph
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs with inflatable lumbar support
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
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1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1 black upholstered office swivel chair with mesh back
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 meeting room table approx 1.5m square finished in red and black high
gloss
1 meeting room table approx 1.5m square finished in red and black high
gloss
1 modern style meeting room table approx 2m x 1m with a toughened glass
top & 2 polished stone supports
1 modern style meeting room table approx 2m x 1m with a toughened glass
top & 2 polished stone supports
A 3-section wood effect reception type counter with shelf above
nv - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
A set of 8 black plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
A set of 8 black designer chairs
2 blue/black upholstered office swivel chairs
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two
1 deep purple/black upholstered office swivel chair
1 deep purple/black upholstered office swivel chair
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano fronted table with under worktop pedestal
1 dry wipe/flip chart easel, 4 grey plastic bins & 3 green plastic lids
3 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two - grey
base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two - grey
base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two black base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two - worn
base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two black base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two black base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two black base
1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Sitag type Ergo Edition Two black base
4 blue plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
2 grey plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAW Dining
2 white plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAW Dining
4 black plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAW Dining
3 black plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAW Dining
6 white plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
1 wood effect oval meeting room table
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed pedestal
9 various charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs with black mesh backs
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs with black mesh backs
2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs with black mesh backs
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6 light blue plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
6 light blue plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 yellow plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 yellow plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 white metal framed dining chairs with wooden seats and backs
4 orange metal framed dining chairs with wooden seats and backs
6 green metal framed dining chairs with wooden seats and backs
1 rectangular wood effect meeting room table with glass cover, size
approx 2.4m x 1.2m & 1 matching two door cabinet also with glass
cover and 8 wood framed meeting room chairs
nv - A wood effect circular table with socket attached (trade)
1 light brown leather upholstered 2 seat sofa
1 dark grey upholstered corner seat/sofa NB: the arm has a hole in the
fabric near the lot number
nv - 1 black leather upholstered 3 seat sofa in the style of Borge
Mogensen, NB: slight bend in one side
1 black leather upholstered 2 seat sofa with wooden legs
nv - 2 grey/blue upholstered reception type seats
nv - 1 oval light/dark brown upholstered chair/small sofa NB: rip on lower
right hand edge
2 dark blue upholstered arm chairs
1 light grey upholstered 3 person sofa
2 light upholstered arm chairs
NV: 4 black upholstered reception seats & 1 matching coffee table
A modern style 2 seat reception bench with built in coffee table by
Kusch+Co of Germany
A modern style 2 seat reception bench with 2 built in coffee tables by
Kusch+Co of Germany
A 2-section dark wood meeting room table approx 3m x 1.2m with 3 metal
pedestal supports beneath
1 black wood effect meeting room table approx 3.5m x 1.2m at widest
point with 3 metal pedestal supports beneath
1 light wood effect meeting room table approx 3m x 1.2m at widest point
with 3 metal pedestal supports beneath
1 dark wood effect circular table dia approx 1.2m with an Eero Saarinen
Tulip base
1 white wood effect circular table dia approx 1.2m with an Eero Saarinen
Tulip base
1 white wood effect oval table approx 1.96m with an Eero Saarinen Tulip
base
2 metal dining chairs - 1 blue & 1 yellow
2 metal dining chairs - both orange
4 metal dining chairs - all green
4 metal dining chairs - all yellow
8 metal dining chairs - all orange
8 metal dining chairs - all green
8 metal dining chairs - all yellow
4 metal dining chairs - all red
2 metal dining chairs
8 metal dining chairs - all red
4 stacking chairs with green seat pads
4 stacking chairs - no seat pads
4 stacking chairs with grey seat pads
4 stacking chairs with orange seat pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back
pads
nv - 6 stacking chrome framed stools with purple plastic seats and back
pads
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in grey - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in brown fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in grey fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in red fabric - no filling included
1 box containing 10 large bean bags in Union Jack fabric - no filling
included
4 chairs in the style of Eero Saarinen Tulip with brown seat pads
4 chairs in the style of Eero Saarinen Tulip with grey seat pads
4 blue plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 blue plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 white plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 white plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
4 orange plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR Dining
1 grey upholstered sofa bed
4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - orange
4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - black
4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - lacquer finish
6 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - orange
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4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - orange
2 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - orange
2 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - yellow
6 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - lacquered finish
6 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - white
6 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - white
4 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - red
8 metal stools with bent wood seat & back rests - white
4 light green plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
1 white circular table in the style of Noguchi Cyclone dia approx 1.07m
1 white circular table in the style of Noguchi Cyclone dia approx 1.07m
1 white oval table, approx 1.94m with a base in the style of Eero Saarinen
Tulip
6 white chairs with red seat cushions in the style of Eero Saarinen Tulip
1 white circular table in the style of Noguchi Cyclone dia approx 1.07m
1 white circular table in the style of Noguchi Cyclone dia approx 1.07m
4 light green plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DSR Eiffel
8 stacking chairs
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - lacquer finish
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - green
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - orange
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - orange
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - yellow
4 metal stacking stools with back rests - red
4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - black
6 stacking metal chairs - yellow
6 stacking metal chairs - yellow
4 stacking metal chairs - blue
4 stacking metal chairs - blue
4 metal stools with back rests - red
4 metal stools with back rests - yellow
2 tall metal stools with back rests - white
8 metal stools with back rests - orange
10 metal stools with back rests - yellow - 6 in one style and 4 in slightly
different style
2 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - lacquer finish
4 metal stools with back rests & wooden seat pads - orange
1 modern style hall type table with 1 white drawer
1 black leather upholstered foot stool in the style of Charles Eames
1 black upholstered child's size chair in the style of Le Corbusier
2 bedside cabinets - 1 white & 1 wood effect
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - brown leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - black leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - light fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - light fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - green fabric
1 upholstered cube foot stool - grey fabric with multicoloured buttons
1 upholstered cube foot stool - black leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - black leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - black leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - brown leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - red leather
1 upholstered cube foot stool - red leather
1 Egg chair in the style of Arne Jacobsen - red fabric NB: missing seat
cushion
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4 metal framed dining chairs - 2 black & 2 red
4 orange metal stacking stools - 2 tall & 2 slightly lower
4 stacking metal stools - lacquer finish
6 orange metal low stacking stools
6 metal stacking stools - yellow
4 metal stacking stools - white
4 metal stacking stools - blue
2 metal stacking stools - black
4 metal framed dining chairs with wooden seat & back pads - white
4 metal stacking stools - lacquer finish
3 metal stacking stools - yellow
4 metal stacking stools - lacquer finish
1 tall metal stool with bent wood seat & back - white
1 black circular table with chrome metal base dia approx 68cms
1 black circular table with chrome metal base dia approx 68cms
1 black circular table with chrome metal base dia approx 68cms
2 light green plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
10 various type/colour metal stools & chairs
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - light grey fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - light green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - light green fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - orange fabric (mark on top)
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - orange fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - orange fabric
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Poul Volther Corona - white leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - cream leather
1 foot stool in the style of Arne Jacobsen Egg - black leather
1 wall rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All
1 wall rack in the style of Eames Hang-it-All
1 dark wood square coffee table/storage cabinet
1 dark upholstered foot stool
1 folding stool in the style of Poul Kjaerholm
1 black upholstered foot stool
1 low circular coffee type table with black top & white star base
1 circular table with black top & a base in the style of Eero Saarinen Tulip
dia 1.07m
1 small modern cantilever coffee table in metal/glass
1 glass/metal dining table in the style of Le Corbusier LC62 approx 2.26m
x 85cms
1 modern style rectangular dining table approx 1.8m x 95cms
4 dark grey plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
4 dark grey plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
1 modern style table with black wood effect top & 2 metal pedestal
supports beneath, approx 1.8m x 90cms at widest point
1 modern style table with black wood effect top & 2 metal pedestal
supports beneath, approx 2m x 1.2m at widest point
8 light green plastic chairs in the style of Charles Eames DAR
1 day bed in the style of Miles Van Der Rohes Barcelona - dark brown
leather upholstered
1 day bed in the style of Miles Van Der Rohes Barcelona - tan leather
upholstered
1 day bed in the style of Miles Van Der Rohes Barcelona - black leather
upholstered
1 bench in the style of Miles Van Der Rohes Barcelona - white leather
upholstered
1 black plastic rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR
1 green plastic rocking chair in the style of Charles Eames RAR
1 unused brown upholstered double bed supplied with a 4'6" mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed with glass finials & a 4' Royal PDM
mattress
1 unused white painted wooden double bed with a Royal PDM mattress 5'
1 unused pine bunk bed supplied with 2 x 3' mattresses
1 unused white metal framed double bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM
mattress 4'6"
1 unused pine bunk bed supplied with a 3' mattress above & 4'6" mattress
below
1 unused white metal framed bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM
mattress 4'
nv - 1 used double bed with a reproduction black metal & brass frame and
a Hypnos Emerald mattress 5'
nv - 1 used double bed with a reproduction brass frame & a Sleepeezee
President mattress 4'6"
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nv - 1 used double divan bed with drawers under & a Moonraker Churchill
mattress 4'6" - no head board
1451 1 used single divan bed with a pine head board & a 3' mattress
1452 nv - 1 white metal day bed frame supplied with no mattresses
1453 1 black upholstered sofa bed
1454 1 black upholstered sofa bed with built in blue tooth and speakers
1455 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 4'6"
1456 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 4'6"
1457 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 3'
1458 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 3'
1459 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 5'
1460 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 5'
1461 nv - 2 used single divan beds with head boards & Layzee Sultan mattresses
1462 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 4'
1463 1 unused mattress by Royal type PDM - 4'
1464 1 unused pine double bed with a Royal PDM mattress - 5'
1465 1 unused white metal framed day bed supplied with pull out bed frame under
and 2 x 2'6" mattresses
1466 1 black upholstered sofa bed with built in blue tooth & speakers
1467 1 beige upholstered sofa bed
1468 1 unused black metal framed double bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM 5'
mattress
1469 1 unused white metal framed day bed supplied with pull out bed frame under
& 2 x 3' mattresses
1470 1 unused white metal framed bed with a 4'6" mattress
1471 1 unused double bed with a grey fabric covered frame by Cellini with a Royal
PDM 4'6" mattress
1472 1 unused double bed with a mocha fabric covered frame by Cellini with a
Royal PDM 4'6" mattress - flat packed with mattress standing behind
1473 1 unused brown upholstered single bed frame supplied with a 3' mattress
1474 1 unused black metal framed single bed - 3' mattress
1475 1 unused brown upholstered single bed frame with a 3' mattress
1476 1 unused silver coloured metal framed bunk bed supplied with 2 x 3'
mattresses
1477 1 unused mattress 4'6"
1478 1 unused divan bed with a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1479 1 unused divan bed with a 4' Royal PDM mattress
1480 nv - A qty of various head boards
1481 blank
1482 blank
1483 blank
1484 catalogue is now blank until lot 1600 and then continues with the
catering section
CATERING SECTION
1601 A s-s pass through dishwasher by Nelson type: SW-1300-3 comes with side
sink unit which has a bent bowl (dishwasher is untested) 240v (Trade)
1602 A s-s pass through dishwasher by Nelson type: SW-1300-BT comes with
side draining unit with tray rack missing one foot (dishwasher is untested)
240v (Trade)
1603 A quantity of catering related items including: pots, pans, glasses etc
contents of 1 pallet
1604 A quantity of catering related items sold for spares or repairs including: a grill,
shelving unit, table tops, tray racks, a s-s heated cabinet (Trade)
1605 A quantity of catering related items sold for spares or repairs including: 2
large commercial fans, a heated cabinet etc Contents of 2 pallets (Trade)
1606 Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
1607 Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
1608 Approx 700 fold up cardboard cake boxes, contents of 1 pallet
1609 A large commercial s-s corner sink unit (to fit a pass through dish washer &
originally fitted with a waste disposal unit, neither are included), comes
with a s-s splash back panel, 2 metal tray rails
1610 A quantity of disposable catering related items including: plastic glasses,
paper table cloths etc contents of 1 pallet
1611 NV: 2 refrigerated serve over display units by Trimco, these units are missing
2 pieces of glass 240v (Trade)
1612 A large quantity of disposable catering related items including: food
containers cups etc contents of 1 pallet
1613 An unused commercial s-s 3 door upright fridge by Atosa model: YBF9237 please note there is a small dent on the front of the central door 240v
(Trade)
1614 NV: a large quantity of various size chalk boards & signs
1615 A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama
1616 An unused multi-colour 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N
with bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
1617 An unused multi-colour 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N
with bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
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An unused multi-colour 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N
with bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused black 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused black 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
An unused black 5 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
3 colour coded chef knives by Colsafe
A 9 piece professional knive set by Waltmann & Sohn in carry case
A 15 piece professional knive set by Waltmann & Sohn in a combination
lock carry case
A 9 piece professional knive set by Waltmann & Sohn in carry case
10 unused bistro type aprons by Rioba
6 unisex chef aprons by H-line
5 large s-s serving platters
5 large s-s serving platters
2 s-s fish platters
2 s-s fish platters
2 s-s fish platters
5 large s-s serving platters
20 unused dish/glass cloths
20 unused dish/glass cloths
A set of 6 unused aluminium pots & lids contents of 1 shelf
3 large unused s-s draining spoons / skimmers
17 round s-s serving trays
4 various size baking trays
3 check grabbers (24 inch)
20 s-s gastronome containers contents of 1 shelf
A quantity of white crockery including: plates, saucers, mugs, etc contents
of 1 shelf
4 unused aluminium pots and lids
4 unused aluminium pots and lids - boxed
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
12 white rectangular dinner plates by Dudson box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
6 white soup bowls box is included
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents
of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of catering/household related items including: a vacuum
cleaner, food processor, coffee percolator etc contents of 1 shelf 240v
(Trade)
7 various ceramic teapots
7 various ceramic teapots
7 various ceramic teapots
7 various ceramic teapots
A quantity of s-s cutlery & small cutlery pots contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: maxima, evans etc contents
of 1 shelf
A quantity of disposable Vinyl gloves contents of 1 shelf
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma break up cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of finish liquid detergent
NV: 2 x 5lt Suma rinse, 1 part container & 2 smaller detergents
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma break up cleaning fluid
NV: 6 x 5lt cleaning fluid/soap
NV: 3 x 5lt of Suma lima cleaning fluid
NV: 3 x 5lt Multi-functional cleaner by Chela
NV: 3 x 5lt of suma cleaning fluid & 1 smaller detergent
NV: a quantity of cleaning products including: soap, shampoo etc contents
of 1 shelf
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A quantity of disposable Vinyl gloves contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of white crockery including: mugs, teapots, soup bowls etc
contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: plates, cups, teapots, salt
& pepper pots, plastic containers, a kettle etc contents of 2 shelves
Contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: glasses, teapots, crockery
etc Contents of 2 shelves
A quantity of disposable Vinyl gloves contents of 1 shelf
A quantity of disposable Vinyl gloves contents of 1 shelf
Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: till rolls, glasses,
disposable cutlery etc contents of 1 shelf
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: 11 small round white bistro/cafe type tables
A small compact counter top fridge by Matsui & a microwave by Asda, please
note the fridge requires attention 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial table top coffee grinder by Cunill 240v (Trade)
An unused insect control unit by Euro zap type 16
An unused insect control unit by Euro zap type 16
A commercial s-s hot water boiler by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
A commercial soup kettle by buffalo 240v (Trade)
A cash register by Casio type: SE-S400 240v (Trade)
A commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Franke type: Evolution, comes
with milk fridge 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of s-s cutlery contents of 1 box
NV: a cash register by Casio type: SE-G1 240v (Trade)
An unused s-s double basket deep fryer type: EF-8L-2
A quantity of red & yellow crockery Contents of 2 crates
A quantity of cleaning related items including: 2 x wet floor signs, approx 40lt
of various cleaning fluid
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a food processor, a
blender, coffee percolator etc 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a s-s deep fryer, spice
rack, sandwich toaster etc 240v (Trade)
A waste disposal unit by IMC & control box 3ph (Trade)
An unused s-s single basket deep fryer type: EF-8L
An unused s-s griddle type: XH-818
A small commercial soup kettle by Buffalo 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s twin basket table top deep fryer by Lincat 240v (Trade)
36 blue wine glasses crate included
36 blue wine glasses crate included
36 blue wine glasses crate included
36 blue wine glasses crate included
36 green wine glasses crate included
36 green wine glasses crate included
36 green wine glasses crate included
NV: an unused coca cola display stand
An unused s-s deep single sink unit with draining board either end type:
GE103
2 under counter fridges by Proline & Currys 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: a small counter top fridge by Lec 240v (Trade)
A commercial twin level pizza oven by Prismafood type: Basic-66 (no stand) 240v (Trade)
A long s-s service counter with glass display section 240v (Trade)
A commercial single basket deep fryer by Falcon type: Kestrel 3phase
(Trade)
A s-s 4 burner range with drop front oven model: BCF-G2 Gas (Trade)
NV: a white commercial under counter fridge by Polar please note there is a
small hole on the front of the control panel 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s catering type table
A commercial s-s single sink unit with shelf beneath
NV: a gas fired 5 burner range by Baumatic, with oven beneath, including a
s-s extractor hood (Trade)
A deep double s-s sink unit with a draining board on the right by Vogue type:
GE105
An under counter fridge no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A commercial countertop hot water boiler, no make or model visible LPG
(Trade)
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A commercial countertop hot water dispenser by Instanta type: 1500 240v
(Trade)
A countertop refrigeration unit by Parry with triple doors 240v (Trade)
NV: a gas fired domestic 4 ring oven & grill by Leisure Gas (Trade)
NV: an integrated fridge unit by Bosch 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated double oven with grill by Hotpoint/creda collection 240v
(Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge by Frigidaire & a microwave oven by
Panasonic 240v (Trade)
A tall commercial s-s fridge no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Proline, an integrated fan oven (no hob) 240v
(Trade)
An under counter tumble dryer by Zanussi type: ZDE26100W 240v (Trade)
An under counter glass/dish washer by DC Series 240v (Trade)
A commercial 6 burner range by Moorwood Vulcan type: Masterchef Gas
(Trade)
An upright fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
A large tall commercial fridge by Mondial Elite type: SRL 240v (Trade)
A large tall commercial fridge by Mondial Elite type: SRL 240v (Trade)
A commercial _ height s-s freezer by Foster type: PROG500L-A 240v
(Trade)
A tall commercial s-s fridge by Polar type: G592 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s integrated high pressure steam oven by Imperial/Miele type: GL3676, unit will require a water pipe & 2 gas struts when installed,
instruction manual supplied 240v (Trade)
A low s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
A s-s catering type table with shelf & drawer beneath
2 heat sealing machines no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
A s-s deep double sink unit by Vogue type: GE-104
A s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a steakhouse grill by Lincat type: GR3-A001 240v (Trade)
A commercial twin basket deep fryer by Falcon Gas (Trade)
A s-s catering unit with dispenser on front, drawer beneath
A s-s countertop cupboard for use with a griddle/chargrill etc
A commercial s-s low catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: microwave, contact grill &
sandwich toaster 240v (Trade)
A s-s 6 burner range with double door oven beneath by Zanussi Gas
(Trade)
An unused commercial 3 door bench fridge by Atosa
A commercial s-s table/counter top combi oven by Hobart type: CSD1013G
Gas 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s solid top/2 ring range with oven beneath no make or
model visible 3ph (Trade)
NV: an integrated oven by Cata (no hob) 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s countertop, 3 door refrigeration unit by Polar (front will
require fixing) 240v (Trade)
A large commercial ice making machine by Compact type: CP120E 240v
(Trade)
4 x cutlery holders
2 s-s wall mounted shelves
A commercial s-s countertop, 3 door refrigeration unit by Polar 240v
(Trade)
A mobile catering cutlery/sachet station
A mobile s-s catering/cleaners trolley
A silver under counter fridge by Siemens 240v (Trade)
An unused under counter fridge by Fairline 240v (Trade)
An unused under counter fridge by Fairline boxed 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s deep single sink unit by Moffat with small draining
board, countertop, shelf beneath & space for an under counter appliance
A s-s deep triple sink unit by vogue type: GE-108
An under counter commercial fridge by Lec - Essential chill 240v (Trade)
A s-s deep double sink unit by vogue type: GE-104
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 1 bag containing approx 40 chef trousers
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
NV: 2 bags containing approx 40 chef trousers in each
A mobile catering type drop leaf table
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NV: an under counter washing machine by Zanussi type: ZW1-14591-W
240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial ice cream display freezer 240v (Trade)
NV: a large chest freezer by Electrolux type: TC-1510 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type: Aqualtis 240v
(Trade)
NV: an under dish washing machine by Ariston type: AS-150 240v (Trade)
NV: an upright 3 / 4 height silver freezer by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: a household microwave by Morphy Richards 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge by LG type: GR-151SSF 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s deep double sink unit & a smaller hand basin
NV: a commercial serve over ice cream display freezer 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial display freezer by Caravell 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s glass/dishwasher by ClassEQ type: Hydro-750 240v
(Trade)
NV: a 3 / 4 height fridge by Frigidaire (one foot missing) 240v (Trade)
NV: a bench in the style of an ice cream Sunday, with a cherry on top
A large quantity of white linen contents of 1 shelf
A large quantity of white linen contents of 1 shelf
A large quantity of white linen contents of 1 shelf
A large quantity of white linen contents of 1 shelf
A large quantity of white linen contents of 1 shelf
A POS cash register type: Monitor-AE, running an intel atom processor
1.86Ghz, 64gb SSD, 4gb Ram, comes with CAS Scales, a till drawer,
receipt printer & wiring 240v (Trade)
An L shaped till station/serving counter
A s-s deep single sink unit with a draining board at either end by vogue type:
GE-103
A set of electric scales by Avery type: 1770m 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of chalk boards, signs etc
A serve over ice cream display freezer by Framec & a quantity of jars 240v
(Trade)
NV: 2 rectangular cafe type tables & 5 metal framed wooden seats
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 chrome effect
framed wooden chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 bent wood chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 bent wood chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 bent wood chairs
NV: 2 square metal framed wooden cafe type tables & 4 bent wood chairs
4 tall white metal framed wooden high back stools
4 tall white metal framed wooden high back stools
6 tall white metal framed wooden high back stools
10 stacking bent wood cafe/bistro type chairs
NV: 10 metal framed bistro type chairs in blue
NV: 10 metal framed bistro type chairs in blue
6 grey metal framed wooden high back stools
4 yellow metal framed wooden high back stools
4 red metal bistro/dining type chairs
4 low orange bistro type metal stools
4 low orange bistro type metal stools
4 yellow metal tub type dining chairs
4 red metal tub type dining chairs
6 tall yellow bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall red bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall yellow bistro type metal stools with back support
4 tall orange bistro type metal stools with back support
Blank
NV: 7 metal framed bistro type square wooden tables
NV: 5 metal framed bistro type rectangular wooden tables
NV: a commercial griddle type: Grid-36-2-zone 1500W 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s table with appliance gap beneath
NV: an ice cream display freezer 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 children's high chairs & 2 shop signs
NV: a wide fridge freezer by Electrolux type: 25 - 240v (Trade)
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NV: a tall fridge freezer by Hotpoint type: FUFL-1810 240v (Trade)
NV: a _ height fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge by Frigidaire 240v (Trade)
NV: a small household chest freezer by Iceking 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter washing machine by Grand type: GO-482 240v
(Trade)
NV: a large pub bar/shop counter with granite effect top with turquoise
panelling & a matching corner shelving unit (skate is for removal
purposes & is not included)
2 tall metal stools in the style of vintage tractor seats
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 900mm Unboxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 900mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1200mm unboxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1200mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1200mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1500mm Unboxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1500mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1500mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1800mm Unboxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1800mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table with shelf beneath size 600mm x 1800mm - Boxed
A commercial s-s table top refrigerated display cabinet 240v (Trade)
A quantity of carrier bags & disposable food cartons
NV: a s-s table by Sissons with shelf beneath
NV: a table top fridge by Proline 240v (Trade)
NV: an American style tabletop fridge by Leuven, branded Stella Artois
240v (Trade)
A s-s countertop refrigeration unit by Maid-aid with triple doors beneath
240v - door seals requires attention (Trade)
NV: a tall rattan based patio heater type: PH-01V Gas (Trade)
NV: a tall patio heater type: SRPH-09 Gas (Trade)
NV: a tall patio heater type: SRPH-09 Gas (Trade)
NV: a household cooker by Cannon type: Chesterfield Gas (Trade)
A commercial s-s ice making machine by Hoshizaki 240v (Trade)
A 6 burner range by Moorwood Vulcan type: Masterchef please note 2
knobs are missing Gas (Trade)
A commercial s-s counter top glass/dishwasher by Fabar 240v (Trade)
Approx 70 champagne flutes in 2 crates which are included
Approx 70 champagne flutes in 2 crates which are included
Approx 70 champagne flutes in 2 crates which are included
Approx 70 champagne flutes in 2 crates which are included
Approx 64 highball glasses in 2 crates which are included
Approx 96 highball glasses in 3 crates which are included
A quantity of Highball glasses contents of 1 shelf
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
Approx 60 wine glasses in 4 crates which are included
A tall freestanding potato rumbler/peeler by IMC type: S12/28 240v (Trade)
4 s-s mobile tray racks 2 of which are loaded with baking trays
A commercial food mixer by Hobart ref: GJ comes with bowl & utensils
240v (Trade)
A mobile commercial heated s-s cabinet by Caterlux Gas (Trade)
A mobile commercial plate warming s-s cabinet - no make or model visible
240v (Trade)
A commercial 4 burner range by Tri-star Gas (Trade)
A mobile commercial food serving trolley by Colston 3ph (Trade)
A commercial twin coffee machine by L'anna (no coffee dispenser
handles), a coffee grinder (missing hopper) & 4 teapots 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s bench fridge by Williams with 6 drawers & a single door
240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s 4 ring table top hob by Lincat 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s twin basket fryer by Lincat 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s bench fridge by Williams with 3 drawers & 2 doors 240v
(Trade)
A quantity ramekins by Royal gen ware Contents of 4 boxes & one crate
A commercial insulated cabinet by Bristol maid (no keys)
A commercial insulated cabinet by Bristol maid (no keys)
NV: an L shaped corner s-s table with shelf beneath & one other
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NV: a full size coin operated pool table, with balls, hanging lights, a cue &
rest (keys in the auction office) 240v (Trade)
A commercial hand washing station
A commercial combi oven by Rational type: CM-101 3ph (Trade)
A commercial combi oven by Hobart no model visible 3ph (Trade)
A commercial bench fridge with salad bar & 9 drawers no make or model
visible 240v (Trade)
A commercial mobile salad bar unit please note the wind up lid requires
attention 240v (Trade)
A quantity of catering related items including: a coffee percolator, fish pan &
lid, a tray etc 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s vacuum packing/sealer by Manca type: PP5.2 240v
(Trade)
A commercial s-s Grinder/tenderizer by Biro type: Pro-9 240v (Trade)
A commercial garbage disposal unit by IMC 3ph (Trade)
A commercial s-s vacuum packaging machine type: DZP-600/2S 3ph (Trade)
A commercial s-s Pizza press by Cuppone type: Pizzaform, comes on a s-s
stand with drawer & manual 240v (Trade)
A mobile industrial air conditioner by ElectriQ, has a blue industrial 240v plug
attached (Trade)
A s-s 3 door bench fridge by Imperial 240v (Trade)
Blank
Blank
Blank
11 various stacking chairs (6 brown, 5 charcoal)
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
Blank
Blank
End of sale for this rostrum

